Wowee!

**ACROSS**

1. Imitates Louis Armstrong or Ella Fitzgerald, maybe
6. Baby beds
11. Like a semi-monthly tide
15. Question of identity
18. "You ___ to be ashamed!"
19. Horror-movie actor surname
20. Italian volcano
21. Charged atom
22. Furloughed fowl?
24. Female restaurant employee
26. Quarter or semester employee
27. Helper
28. Attire for the impoverished
30. Bad guy
31. Common fruit
33. Insect repellent endorsed by the Hapsburgs
35. Had a good time
38. Executor, e.g.
39. Train line running east from NYC
40. Clinch the deal, informally
41. Proverb
42. Chocolate ingredient
43. Urologist’s data?
47. Spanish cat
48. Little hat
51. Shade tree
52. Fraudulent scheme
53. Get ready to play
56. Win-win
59. Encrusted
61. Amazon snake
63. Alternative to oil, for a painter
64. Hard-working old dog’s reminiscence?
67. Treats
69. Place to put the scones
70. Many arias
73. Espionage
74. ___ man: Lothario
75. Equine fodder
77. Tavern
78. Increases
79. "I’d consider ___ honor"
81. Assertive attire for the working classes?
83. Son of Abraham
85. Troubled imaging company
86. Subtle coloration
89. Chess or poker
91. Solidifies
92. Applies carelessly
95. Robert E., or Stan, or Spike, for example?
97. Like William Tell or Heidi
98. Latin "final"
99. Tears
100. Reach from here to there
101. Subject of "art"
105. Put on, as something more comfortable
107. A duke and an earl in a trout stream?
110. Elided poetic adverb, which, if its last two letters are reversed, becomes an unelided poetic conjunction

**DOWN**

1. Yielding
2. Remedy
3. Time, inevitably
4. Related to the central idea
5. Norm, abbr.
6. Reproach
7. Speed contest
8. Publisher’s need
9. Stein
10. Brain connection
11. Brief journalistic update
12. Airport statistic, briefly
13. Latin soul
14. Kneecap
15. Hot dog
16. Maker of socks
17. Beginning
19. Son or daughter
23. Sleeveless outer garment
25. Broadcast medium
29. Acquire
32. Essential parts
33. Tax-deferred savings option, abbr.
34. "What should ___?": refrigerator opener’s query
35. Prominent pickled pepper picker Peter
36. Amtrak’s fast train
37. Hires again
38. QB’s achievements
41. Hindu soul
42. Not abstract
43. Professorial milieu
44. Puts in order of preference
45. Tropical fruit common in jelly
48. "Saturday Night Live" beginnings
49. "___ was going to St. Ives"
50. Chest muscle
51. Intimidated
52. Take back, as an assertion
55. Fixes, verbally
57. Mine contents
58. Basic chemicals
60. Mrs. Lincoln’s maiden name
62. Trig ratio
63. Attorney ___
65. Grande or Bravo
66. Archive.org offering
67. Atlanta sch.
68. Antonym, abbr.
71. "Hasta ___"
72. Norwegian playwright
74. Elegant shirt feature
76. Misses in Mexico, abbr.
80. Folded food
81. "Je ne sais ___"
82. Information purveyors
83. With-it one’s self-referential remark
84. Apparent
85. Remain physically able
86. "Out of my way!"
87. Rehab issue
89. Ocean-going kitchen
90. Clothing
92. 1051, in ancient Rome
93. Ugly Duckling’s real parents
94. Ding-a-___
95. Melded
96. Indian queen
97. Grilling skewers
100. Photographed
102. Sun product
103. Rice-like pasta
104. Manipulator
106. Whole lot
108. Half a dozen